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Abstract

This work comes within the scope of concatenative speech
synthesis. We propose a method to evaluate the criteria used in
units selection methods. Usually criteria are evaluated in a com-
parative black-box way : the performance of a criterion are mea-
sured relatively to other criteria performances, thus evaluation
is not always discriminant or formative. We present a glas-box
method to measure the performances of a criterion in an ab-
solute way. The principle is to explore the possible sequences
of units able to synthesize a given target utterance, to assign to
each sequence a value X of objective quality and a value Y re-
lated to the tested criterion ; then mutual information I(X; Y )
is calculated to measure the explicative power of the criterion
Y in relation to the quality variable X . Results are encouraging
concerning criteria associated to units types, but combinatorial
problems weigh heavy for criteria related to units instances.

1. Introduction
This work comes within the scope of concatenative speech

synthesis. The system contains a database of pre-recorded speech
in which it has to select acoustic units and concatenate them
while modifying their prosody if necessary so as to produce
the ouput signal. We are here interested in the units selection
stage of systems which use a continuous speech corpus (a set of
sentences, not a units dictionary).

Given a speech base, the source, and an utterance to synthe-
size, the target, the aim of the selection algorithm is to find in the
source a string of units which can be considered as a particular
production of the phonological target. The continuous nature of
the speech base brings about an exponential distribution of the
units : some units are frequent and will have to be distinguished
and at the same time other units are rare or even missing and one
requires generalization to find them a substitute. A great number
of sequences of source units can be envisaged for the synthesis
of a given target, that’s why selection methods resort to many
criteria to reduce the search space. We here attack the problem
of the evaluation of these selection criteria, which raises sev-
eral questions : how do we know if a criterion is relevant ? if
its parametrisation is appropriate ? how do we evaluate a com-
bination of criteria ? assuming that we can study all the units
sequences leading to the synthesis of a given target, what are the
best sequences ?

We call for the paradigm described in [1] which defines
black-box and glas-box evaluation types. At present selection
methods are evaluated in a comparative and black-box way :
two methods compete with the same inputs and their results are
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ared in an objective or subjective way. Surprisingly few
has been done in a glas-box way ; R. Donovan [2] noticed
is method didn’t necessarily choose the best sequences.
ink, and this is our motivation here, that elaborating an

ation method which is independent of the tested selection
d is crucial for the improvement of the selection module
lity and efficiency.
e first present the selection problem in a formal way (sec-
) then our evaluation method (section 3) and at last its
s (section 4).

2. Units selection : the problem
e distinguish between units types (phonemes sequences)

nits instances (phones sequences).

An utterance is modelised by a graph

e represent the different cuts of a N phones utterance in
sequences by a graphG = (V, E) where V , set of the graph
es, is the set of concatenation points (N−1 between phones
at bounds) and E, set of the graph edges, is the set of the

of the sequence. G is a finite directed acyclic graph (DAG)
he set V of vertices is strictly ordered and its adjacency
on R between to vertices si and sj respects this order :
j ⇒ i < j (which corresponds to the temporal axis).
e distinguish between the graph of units types or types
of an utterance (fig. 1) where edges are a set and its multi-
of units instances or instances multigraph where edges are

, the same edges representing the source instances available
base for the target unit.

Complexity : number of edges and paths

every unit of every length of a N -phones target utterance is
ble in the source base, the number of edges of the associated
graph is

∑N
l=1 N − l + 1 = N(N+1)

2
, that is to say 136

withN = 16phones. If the unit length is limited toL ≤ N

s there are
∑L

l=1 N − l+1 = N(N+1)
2

− (N−L)(N−L+1)
2

. As for the instances multigraph, all the edges must be
into account ; with M = 3 representatives per unit the
er of edges is multiplied by 3.
every unit of every length of a N -phones target utterance

ilable in the source base, the number of paths of the associ-
ypes graph is

∑N−1
p=0 Cp

N−1 = 2N−1 ; there is 1 sequence
= 0 concatenation point, Cp

N−1 sequences with p points,
at is to say 32 768 sequences in total with N = 16 phones
illion sequences with N = 31 phones. As for the instances
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Fig. 1 Graph of units type of utterance 1 : "Sous une autre
forme.", that is to say phonemes /#suzynotR2fORm@#/ in
French SAMPA. Only edges having one representative at least
appear ; the attached value gives the number of instances avail-
able in the source base. The temporal axis is from top to bottom.

multigraph, the number of paths explodes ; with M representa-
tives per unit there are

∑N−1
p=0 Mp+1 × Cp

N−1 paths.

2.3. The problem : search of the best path(s)

Given the previous graph representation, the selection prob-
lem comes down to the search of the best path(s) going from one
end of the instances multigraph to the other, that is to say the path
giving the sequence of acoustic units leading to the best qual-
ity. An operational synthesis system can’t afford to envisage the
whole set of paths if real-time is required. The usual approach
consists in avoiding the whole search by defining selection cri-
teria which lead in a reasonable time to an as good as possible
solution. The problem is then to evaluate how far the solution is
from the best one.

3. Our evaluation method
3.1. Principle

Our aim is not to go straight through the graph to reach the
other end according to some criteria but to explore all the paths,
to define their quality and characteristics so that to determine
which criteria reflects the sequence quality. We do an exhaustive
off-line search of sequences to be able to evaluate the selection
criteria.

This prospective work is tested on specific corpora at the
moment. The evaluation principle is the following one. We first
search for a set of sequences as large as possible, and build them.
Two values are assigned to each sequence : a value X reflecting
the sequence quality in an objective way and a value Y associated
to the performance of the tested selection criterion. Then we
calculate the mutual information I(X; Y ) which evaluate the
ability of the tested criterion Y to explain the quality X of the
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nces : the higher I is, the better the criterion should be.

Specific corpora construction

e built two corpora for this experiment. The first one, called
t corpus, has been designed with the aim of covering all
onemes and the major syllabic structures (CV, CVC, ...)
remaining as small as possible. Target utterances have been
from a 5 000 utterances corpus of “Le Monde” newspaper

s to a greedy algorithm which search for rare units first
the “4g” criterion of [4]). The ten utterances which have

selected contain 195 phones in different contexts.
he second corpus, called source corpus, has been built so
ffer different possibilities for the synthesis of the ten utter-
of the target corpus. For each of the 195 target phones has

searched a phone in the same context and in other phonetic
rent left and/or right phone) or linguistic contexts (position
labe or word, syllabic structure dependence). The aim is
ng about a great variability for the target corpus synthesis.
ra has been recorded on a DAT and stored at 16 kHz.

Units sequences acquisition

e distinguish between two levels of search. At the types
level, we proceed to an exhaustive depth-first search which
all the possible paths, each path being associated to one

entation of the target utterance (24 612 paths on fig. 1). At
stances multigraph level the search can’t be exhaustive :
hree phones there are several millions of sequences because
s have more than 80 representatives in the source base ;
g all the sequences of types, the only sequence of phonemes
s about 8016 sequences of instances at least.
e make the assumption that the structural level, which is

iated to the types graph and the acoustic level, related to
stances multigraph, can be decorrelated. The criteria we
ere relate to the structural level. In order to be free from
riability brought by the different instances of a given type
oceed by trials : for every unit type of every sequence we
n instance at random among the available instances of the
e base ; the whole set of sequences then represent one trial
12 sequences for the first trial of the first utterance). We
e 20 times which makes 20 trials.
nits of a sequence are concatenated by pitch synchronous
p-and-add on 2 pitch periods. The place of the concate-
depends on the overlap between a unit and the context

following one. If there is no overlap, concatenation takes
between phones. If there is only one overlap, it is in the

le of the corresponding phone. If 2 overlaps are available,
one in the middle of a voiced phone if possible. Sequences
ilt and analysed dynamically along the depth-first search.
are stacked up, concatenated and stacked down so that the

ithm progresses in an acceptable time.

Evaluation of the selection criteria

n the one hand an objective value of quality X is assigned
h sequence. X is the euclidean distance between the MFCC
rs (32 ms window length every 5 ms, Hamming window,

ith 1024 points, 20 Mel bands) of the synthetic sequence
f a natural reference, aligned by dynamic programming [5].
n the other hand an objective value Y associated to the
criterion is also assigned to each sequence. Eight “types”

ia concerning the target segmentation are tested here :
L1 : number of units of the sequence,
L2 : nb. of units of the sequence with 2 phones or more,



L3 : nb. of units of the sequence with 3 phones or more,
L4 : nb. of units of the sequence with 4 phones or more,
C5 : sum of the sequence costs, where the cost between
two concatenation is

∑
1/x, x being the unit length in

phones,
C6 “C-V” : percentage of C-V type concatenations, that is
to say concatenations breaking a C-V structure ; the idea
is to preserve the consonnant-vowel transitions [6] ;
C7 “Voicing” : percentage of voiced-voiced concatena-
tions ; the idea is to preserve successive voiced sounds
[6] ;
C8 “Smoothing” : smoothing necessity calculated accord-
ing to [7] results.

In order to measure the relevance of a criterion Y in rela-
tion to the variable X of quality we call for entropy [8]. The
entropy of a variable X with distribution p(x) is H(X) =
−∑

p(x) log2 p(x). It measures the average uncertainty of the
variable. It can be seen as the number of bits on the average re-
quired to describe the variable. Mutual information I(X; Y ) be-
tween two variables X and Y having a joint distribution p(x, y)
and marginal distributions p(x) and p(y) is the relative entropy
between the joint distribution and the distribution of the product
p(x)p(y) (eq. 1 and 2).

I(X; Y ) =
∑

x∈X

∑

y∈Y

p(x, y) log2

p(x, y)

p(x)p(y)
(1)

I(X; Y ) = H(X) − H(X|Y ) (2)

Equation (2) shows that mutual information I(X; Y ) is the
reduction in the uncertainty of X due to the knowledge of Y ; it
says how much Y explains X .

4. Results
4.1. Sequences distribution in relation to their quality X

Figure 2 presents the sequences distribution in relation to
their quality X for the first trial of the first utterance. x axis
is the distance to the natural reference thus low values should
correspond to high quality sequences and high values to bad
sequences.

In a general way the trials profiles for the 10 utterances are
really comparable (see [9] for more results). This is important in
relation to the assumption we made on the possibility of decor-
relating the structural and acoustic levels. If the profiles would
have been different, for example a uniform one, a gaussian one,
or very different band width or average value, it would have
meant that all the noticed differences in quality comes from the
acoustic level ; it’s not the case, thus it confirms our assumption.

Profiles have the following features : they have a large band
containing most of the quality values and a second mode in
higher values. We did an informal subjective evaluation to have
an idea of the point at which quality becomes bad (fig. 2) ; at
point 2 quality falls down already. Few sequences are close to
the natural reference ; their search will be all the more difficult.
A set of sequences is very far from the natural reference : these
sequences are probably to be avoided.

4.2. Entropy H of the quality X and of the 8 criteria Yi

The entropy of a variable reflects the quantity of information
it conveys. Its value H(X) for the quality variable X is worth 3.8
“bits” in average with an average standard deviation of 0.4 ; this
average is calculated on the different trials for each utterance.The
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py H(Y ) of the types criteria is quite variable according to
osen criterion. It is worth 2.6, 1.8, 1.7 and 1.2 for criteria
2, L3, and L4 on average on the utterances. These criteria
spond to the number of units which length is above 1, 2,

4 phones. The more the threshold goes up, the lower the
py : the more certain the criterion. Criteria L1 and C5 have
arable values ; criteria C6, C7 and C8 too.
hus criteria L1, C5, C6, C7 and C8 contain quite the same
ity of information while criteria L2, L3 and L4 convey
ata. One must now know if this information contribute to
in the quality variable X or not.

Mutual information

n figure 3 are presented the values of the mutual informa-
(X; Y ) in percent of H(X) between the quality variable

d the variables Y related to criteria L1, L2, L3, L4, C5, C6,
nd C8 on average on trials and utterances. The higher the
al information, the better Y explains X behaviour. Criterion
duces X uncertainty much more than L2, L3, and L4. As
iteria C6 (C-V concatenations percent), C7 (voiced-voiced
tenations percent) and C8 (smoothing cost) the differences
t significant. In conclusion criteria L1 and C5 are the best
uce X uncertainty.

Confidence intervals

oncerning the mutual information I(X; Y ) we can calcu-
s average Ī and its standard deviation σI on the n = 180
butions given by the 20 trials and 9 utterances (the 9 breath
s extracted from the 10 sentences which were not too long).
nknown average µI of variable I(X; Y ) can be surrounded
rding to eq. 3 where tα/2,∞ is a Student distribution with

degrees and a probability threshold equal to α/2. Here
worth 0.01 which correspond to a interval of 99% and

= 2.58.

Ī − tα/2,∞
σI√
n

≤ µI ≤ Ī + tα/2,∞
σI√
n

(3)

esults are discriminant for three groups of criteria : L1 and
3, C6, C7 and C8, and L2 and L4.

–
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Fig. 3 Average on trials and utterances of the mutual informa-
tion I(X; Y ) for criteria L1 to C8 with confidence intervals at
99%.

5. Discussion
Objective value X for quality – Our objective measure for

quality priviledges the sequences which have the same prosody,
but quite different sequences at a prosodic level may also sound
very natural ; the problem comes from the difficulty defining
what a good sequence is. We chose this measure failing any-
thing better nevertheless varied measures should be confronted
to evaluate quality and several natural references could be used.

From 10 utterances to an entire database – We evaluate
units selection criteria on only 10 utterances, with the aim of
having as much variability as possible for their synthesis. Are
10 utterances sufficient to draw conclusions ? probably not. This
work is a prospective one, it must be extended to the database of a
synthesis system ; each utterance would be the target while other
utterances would be the source, and criteria evaluation would call
for the average on utterances.

Mutual information usage – We used entropy and mutual
information to measure criteria. We could have chosen a specific
model ; we wanted to do as few hypotheses as possible.

C5 criterion – C5 criterion is a simple selection criterion
we didn’t see in litterature before. It ressemble to L1 (number
of units) in its results. We have great hopes that the way it will
manage an utterance will be close to the linguistic units. We
don’t prove it here but we will continue our investigations.

What about the instances multigraph ? – We had to give
up the longest breath groups for the evaluation of the criteria
associated to the types of units because even if the graph search
was possible, we couldn’t store the results. The combinatorial
problem is much greater for the criteria associated to the units
instances as we saw in section 3.3 ; an exhaustive search is not
possible anymore. This is a methodological problem : if we limit
the number of sequences envisaged, it means that we define cri-
teria to reduce the search space. But we didn’t want to define
criteria a priori so that to qualify sequence in an absolute way.
We reached the combinatorial bound of the problem.

6. Conclusions
We elaborated a method to evaluate units selection criteria.

It consists in measuring the explicative power of the criterion in
relation to an objective value of quality.

This method turns out to be discriminant for criteria associ-
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o units types, and within the framework of the experiment
d with only 10 utterances ; we think that it could be applied
entire database of a synthesis system. Thanks to this eval-
method we brought to the fore criterion C5 which is easy

plement.
pplication of such a method to criteria associated to the
instances can not resort to the same exhaustive search, the
h space will have to be reduced.
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